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By LIZ PUTERBAUGH
MICHAEL DITTMAN
The Greek Life Committee (GLQ
decided last Friday that both the coed

Greek club Kappa Phi Sigma
(Crandalls) and roe Phi Sigma Alpha
fraternity (Sigs) most provide an alcohol awareness program as a sanction for violations involving new
members duringpledge week, accord-in- g
lo SheDy Kay, administrative intern of Lowiy Center and member of

GLC
The CriPKlafl case isconnected with
an
party for which they
provided alcohol on the first night of
pledge week, said Julie Grimm 96,
vice president of the Crandalls.
According to Grimm, "It wasn't a
required event for Crandalls." But,
because thealcohol was purchasedby
fnnHannfw1Tyvhnftwwv1fMmwn- -
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As reported in a Security memorandum last Friday, an alleged,
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Crandalls, Sigs violate pledging policies

off-camp- us

A&E
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Hie student newspaper of the College of Wooster

student occurred Feb. 3 on the west
side of Bean Avenue, between the
President's house and Gault Alumni
Center.
The Security menjorandum stated
that at approximately 9:40 pjn. last
Thursday, the female student was
approached by a male who grabbed
her and attempted to put her over his
shoulder. According to the memorandum, the student escaped unharmed and immediately reported the
incident to Campus Security.
Security then reported the incident,
along with a description of the male,
to the Wooster Police Department,
said Captain Donald Edwards of the
polk department An individual who
fit the given description was found
later that night by the Wooster Police
Department at the Beall Avenue
Laundromat, said Edwards. The student involved in the alleged abduction was called to the scene and identified the male as involved in the
alleged incident, said Edwards.
Timothy Pishney, 30. was arrested
and cNy with ahdiirrim, Accord-in- g
to Edwards, Pishney has been a
frequent of Wooster streets and has
been arrested several times recently
for disorderly conduct He is not
associated with the College.
please see ABDUCTION, page 2

alcohol at
the
off-camp-

us

party was
later made
against the

Crandalls.

Crandall

a new member education week viola-tio- n

(a pledge, associate member,
guest)which could cause
discomfort, pain, fright, disgrace, injury; wruch is personally degrading or
which violates any federal, state, lo
cal statute,
or College
"Phi Sigma Alpha stands by

bers were present, it fell under GLC
guidelines for an initiation activity,
according to Kay. There was, from
some anonymous sources, roe claim
that an accusation ofhazing involving

mem-ber.affilia- te,

GLC's decision because we
respect their decisions "
Marcus Pillion '94
president ofPhi Sigma Alpha

President Dan Jacobs '94 and GLC
members Kay and Tige Monacelli
94 deny that such a charge was ever
considered.
The general definition ofhazing as
stated in The College of Wooster
Policy," which every
Greek member is required to sign, is
"Any mental or physical requirement,
requestor obligation upon any person
Non-Hazi- ng

that occured during the new member education period. No funds were
allocated by Pm Sigrna Alpha for the
function in question, but Phi Sigma
Alpha was held responsible because
roe majority of the males present at
the function were members of the Phi
Sigma Alpha organization.
Marcm Pillion '94, president of the
Sigs said, "Phi Sigma Alpha has concern for misconceptions being drawn
by the campus community, not only
by administration but by independent
students as well We feel that the
Greeks on this campus have a lot
more attention than any other
organization.
"We got into a sticky area because
new members did arrive, it was
deemed a new member activity, even

policy."

The policy
lists as one
of the pos-

sible

ex-

amples of
hazing, TFdrcing, requiring or en
dorsing pledges to drink alcohol or
any other substance." Kay however
said that there was not sufficient evidence of coercion for the incident to
be considered hazing, and those involved did not bring charges against
Crandalls.
m an unspedikd incident Kay said
that the Sigs were also found guilty of

Col-kge-spons-

;

ored

please see GREEKS, page 2

'Forging of a democratic union'
By CHJTRALEKHA ZUTSHI

Dr. Kenneth Grundy, Marcus
Hanna Professor of Political Science
at Case Western Reserve University
since 1966, spoke on "South Africa:
Forging a Democratic Union" at the
Great Decisions lecture series Tuesday in Gault Recital HaH. Grundy is
alsQ the author of eight books on
South African politics and has served
as a visiting professor at a Ugandan
university and the Institute of Social
Sciences at the Hague.
His lecture began with a statement
of mixed emotions about the changes
in South Africa. "lam very hopeful,
but ore has to be realistic. Iam very
fearful buuriarv attherxegress made
at the same tune," he said.
Grundy warned against the simplification of the situation in South Africa. "The problem with Americans is
that we simplify things. Our press
looks for heroes and villains," he said.
According to him, wruk the probkans
in South Africa look simple on the
surfacepeaceful transition to a
majoritarian government they are
enormously compucated at a deeper
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photo by MARIAH LEEDS

Dr. Kenneth Grundy speaks on South African issues at Tuesday's
Great Decisions Lecture in Gault Recital HaTL
Grundy went further to describe alliance composed of the old ANC
the status of the National Party that that was in exile, the South African
has been in power since 1948. He said Communist Party and the trade union
mere were some bureaucrats within it movement" he said.
According toGrundy.thereare large
who did not want to see the change.
However, roe National Party has numbers of young men in the township who do ika trust the old men of
become the voice of the middle-clathe
4NC There are also some hometo
come
has
who
rninority
Afrikaner
terms with thetransfer ofpower. "But land leaders who do not want to be
these people consider themselves absorbed into roe new government
Next, he mentioned the Inkatha
valuable to the majority government
Parry as one of the strange
in
Freedom
standing
their
preserve
and want to
alliances across racial lines that does
me society," he said.
"Foryears the white rninority drew rxt want to see a strong rational government in South Africa. Although
strength from its perceived solidarInkatha is exclusively aZulu party, its
different,"
is
picture
ity Today the
three chief negotiators were white,
Grundy said.
The upcoming elections in South
He then focused on the African
National Congress (ANC). "ANC, Africa on April 26, 27 and 28 would
the most popular of political moveGRUNDY, page 2 .
, please see
ments in. South Africa, is itself an
ss

He said that there are two sides in
civil war in South Africa today. One
side is the rich, white,
rruncriry and the either side is the poor.
powaless,Wackmajority. "Each side
is exhausted and fearful that though
they win not lose, they cannot win
either," he said.
"Each side is burdened by historical pain. Each side is bedeviled by
opposition and factionalism from
within," continued Grundy. "South
Africa is ripe for resolution," he concluded.
once-powerf-
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News Briefs
Three of me Coir renxsining cases in the TaChook scandal were dismissed by

a Navy judge Tuesday. The judge stated that the Navy's lop admiral
miarfprcjcutfd his knowledge of what otuared at the convention of retired
and active-dut- y
Navy tod Marine Corps aviators, and tried 10 manipulate the
Tonya Harding's attorneys filed a lawsuit far S20 miHicia against (he U.S.
Olympic Conrn
Wednesday, seeking to prevent k from interfering with
her participation ia the Olympic Games in IilWiammer.
HJbaAbrahara, a reporter for
Tribune CAromdorWanxa,wasjatledJan.
19 for refusing id testify before a grand jury
she conducted
win a county official. The 21 days she has been in Jail is longer than any
American reporter in a decade.
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International
to be
Red Cross blood drive IDs
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XiCkiPsi sponsors
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National and international news briefs compiled by ANDY DUKER
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Abduction
united front front pege

Aa anaignraent date has not been
set yet for Puhney. according to
JaneQe Marcum, deputy derk for
Wayne Coonty Municipal Court sa
Wcaaer. Cash bestf farRjhney was
set at S25JD0& said Marcum.
Purney is currently at MatcTVn
Xtxfr HiTprr! frrmrrml mhrarim
said Edwards.
Eeuh lames, director of Security,
explained mat a memenndum was
irsafd, and act alerts posted, since
the incident had already reacted in
an arrest and a perpetrator was not at
large.
a of a memorandum is in
accordance wsh College policy as

Iitii

Aa American Red Gross blood
drive, sponsored by Xi Chi Psi fraternity, will take place at Westminster
Church House on Monday from 9
ajn. to3 pjn. XiGa Psi's goal forme
day is 100 pints of blood, which has
the potential of saving up to 4 12 lives.
There is culinary a blood emergency for the northern Ohio region's
Hearuariddlstrict,"sak1I tc7anrmri
"96,
representative of Xi
Ga Psi. The Heartland district is a
region including Wayne County and
other surrounding counties, be said.
XI Chi Psi win run an advance
registration for the drive during
ty
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urxlxyat

Lowry Center, in order to give an

n

Cam-pcsSecar- ity
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Grundy

By NICOLE COWARD
The Office oflnternational Student
will offer special
Afiairs (OXS-A- .)
international student klentifkation
cards in conjunction with the Council
cflnternaoonal Educational Esrhange
(CJJ..E.) beginning Feb. 15. The
cards have been designed for intema-timstudents studying in the United
States and for any students studying
abroad.
According toOXS A. intern Murray
Welsh, the cards have been designed
lo provide several benefits for students. First, die cards are accepted
worldwide as student IDs. Students
will get reduced rates at theaters and
museums.
Second, students carrying the card
will receive universal access to student accounts and discounts at hotel
lochains and at Alamo
cations. The card gives the carrier ,
access to international airfare discounts.
Finally, the card is good for any
basse studerttinsurance coverage outside the United States. It gives the
inirVn snrtt
anitTanrr hntlinr .
where a student can receive legal, or
healm advice in foreign countries.
To receive a card, students must go
between 9 am. and 5 pan. to the
Office of International Student Affairs located in Babcock KalL The
card costs $16 and is good until Dec
photo31. 1994. A passport-size- d
graph, available from Keys and IDs.
is needed to receive the card.
Portions of information found
in The Iraerrational. newsletter
al

Rent-A-C- ar

continued from frontpage
found in me "Handbook of Selected
College Policies." This policy, which
yyn out procedures
yfnrrijnrtj
with me Crime Awareness and
Act of 1990.reads: The
Director of Security posts in strategic
lrrariona ia residence halls and
hnildir or distrfaatt via campus mailboxes Securiry Alerts, special fiien mforming me College
of major incidents which occur on or b me immediate vicinity of
me campus.'
James said mat mchnicalfy me incident occurred "adjacent to campus,'
since EeaS Avenue is a city street
The information was still repot ted

nisFbrr of donors.
hkyMl (Wmt
rpff tt
only
about 30 to 45 mmutes,
takes
according to Zannoni. He emphasized that the donation is perfectly
safe, and that each person will receive
individual sterile needles and bags.
Xi Chi Psi began sponsciing the
blood drive last semester, exceeding
tts goal of 75 pmts by collecting 103
pints of blood.
The group publicizes the event and
does advance registration. It also
helps to assist the drive by, among
other duties, labeling (he blood, regis-teristudents once they are there,
and running the canteen. The canteen
will provide cookies and orange juice
after donating blood, and, after noon
on Monday, free Domino's pizza.

Thf artiml

not be perfect, but mey were a step in
me right direction, be said.
Grundy moved on to address what
he called the pending questions in me
polity of South Africa. He said that a
number of ccrnpromises have gone
into the Draft ConsriruTion. The ANC
has compromised on the issue of federalism on the basis of geography,
even though k b commioed to a
unitary South Africa.
According to Grundy, there have
been compromises between me ANC
and the National Party, the principal
negocixtcn, on a number of issues
mat are drawn under me ssahoritative
role of the BiS of Rights.
The questions rernaimsg to be an-non-raci- al,

swered were whether a white homeland would be created, how much
power a central government would
have in relation to the provincial governments, and whether Ttlamic law
would be incorporated into me Bill of
Rights.
Grundy also raised questions on the
scale of affirmative action for the
deprived majority and the redistribo-tio-n
of land to the landless peasantry
in a dernocraoc South Africa.
His lecoarconcluded with the state-methat the more important cues-tio- n
was who would win the elections
in 1999.
Whicfaever parry is installed ia
Pretoria this year will have a devil of
n
a time maintaining order
South Africa." he said.
nt

inpost-elec-tio-
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Greeks
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By ANDY DUKES

co-chari-

SATO allies gave Bosnian Serbs an ultimatum lo withdraw heavy weapons
orpiace mem anderUJC control within lOdays efface air raids by NATO jets.
began at noon yesterday between the Serbs and (he UH. forces.
A cease-fir-e
A mortar attack by me Serbs on Saturday killed 68 people and wounded 141
PLO leader Yasser Arafat and Israel foreign mini err Shimon Peres reached
an agreement Wednesday, turning over conori of (he Gaza strip and the town
of Jericho to (be PaJestmians. Tbeirecrneis:bbringiiigbo(hskclcrto
an
peace accord.
Israefi-Palestsua-

February H 1994
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from front page

though me new snembers consumed
no akxfaoi."paion said. Thi Sigma
Alpha stands by GLCs decision be-we respect mem and meir dedal our governing body. We
our presestaoon on me li
ability of alcohol at a taction as
being act only beneficial far as, bat
also as providing a service to me
s

CoDege commaeuxy.
Kay said mat me CrandaSs and me
Sigs win be rrrprmitite for organiz- -

ing a program on me implications of
alcohol in Greek Efe by, for example,
inviting a lawyer or policeman" to
speak to all new and old CrandaJI and
Sig members about she consequences
involved. As part of meir punishment, me Sigs win be responsible if
any cost is incurred during the planning and frmtioa of me piugtam.
Jacobs said, the program wi2 be a
"aeminar-trp- e

ditnmion"on

(heTe-g- al

Babiliry" of any Creek organization and coDege campuses face in
alcohol-relate- d

i
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Show you care on Valentine's Pay

S&Ss Hawkins Dane
(Semi-forma- l)

When: Feb.12at9pjn.
Where: Lowry Ballroom

Valentine's Day
14
Monday. February

Any comments?
Anyone wishing to share

Last week's "Index Funds Stoke Delay Causes Problems" article sotted
that Campos Secariry advised mead&tode
to me Wooster Police Department due to me possibility mat me cash bos might
have been misplaced. IndataS.meabmdeaaftedKtmkntuwty.baL
Director of Secarity Kech James said yesseraajrhat he had sdvised reporting
me missieg ten innnediateiy. along wish Index ataff sacmben coaaa-reultevesrijaeffig me porxbCity mat me cam boa was misplaced.
Attn, t hryrh "timabrrwn rrpTTrg fv miyryji-f-y
ft TTTJ
and repor&g it to me Wooster Police Deparrment was one week.
The Jan. 23 news release, "Oerxy AcsdenrfReligicn Series Begins,"
omiaed me fact mat admission is Dee faraasderaxandfaatfrvcmeGilegc,
--

When: Feb. 11 at 11 tun.
Where: The Underground
Theme: the 70s
Admission: $.50

thij yeari new member
extacitfai process for dabs
and sections is encouraged
to arend an open Greek life
Cbmmiaee (GLQ fbrumon

Thursday.Feb.17,1994
fiom

11

un. -- 12 pm in

8:30 am to 3:30 pm
Westminster Church House

Refreshments
will be sensed
for all donors

Sponsored by
The American Red Cross
and XI Chi Psi

February 11, 1994
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her heritage Concerns raised over

NEWSSERVICES

theo-togian-in-reside-

nce

pjn.

12-2- 0.

.

Poet and essayist Kathleen Norris,
author of the bock "Dakota: A Spiri-tu- al
Geography" (1993) will be
at the College
from Feb.
Noms istmeirtotf the Presbyterian Church (USA) ind an oblate of
Assumption Abbey in Richardson,
ND. Nearly 20 years ago, she moved
from New York City to her grandparents farm in the remote town of
Iianmon, S JX, where the harshness
of the Plains forced Norris to reexamine her heritage, religion, and language. Her journey resulted in Dakota, a portrait of the region's elemental landscape, its beauty, and its
influence on the farmers. Native
Americans and Benedictine monks
who live there.
Norris first book of poetry was
published when she was still in her
early 20's, and she has since published three more, including "How I
Came to Drink My Grandmother's
Piano" (1989) and "The Year of Common Things" (1988). Her personal
narratives and essays have been pub- -

Sunday, Feb. 13: Preacher at
Westminster Presbyterian Church,
McGawChapel on theWooster campus, at the 10:45 ajn. service.
Monday, Feb. 14: Poetry reading
in the formal lounge of Luce Hall, 7
Tuesday. Feb. 15: Speaker at the
Clergy Academy of Religion, Lean
Lecture Room, Wishart Hall, 1:15
pjn.$10fec For more information
about the Clergy academy, call
725-455- 9.

Wednesday, Feb. 16: Preacher at

Fust Presbyterian Church, 621
provided by NEWS SERVICES

Kathleen Norris.
lished in The American Book Review"; "Beyond Borders: An Anthology of New Writing from Manitoba,
Minnesota. Saskatchewan, and the
Dakotas"; "South Dakota: A Bicentennial History; and the Hungry Mind
Review."
Norris will make several public
presentations during her residency.
The following events are free unless
otherwise noted:

Col-

lege Sl, at the Ash Wednesday service. 7 pjn.
Thursday, Feb. 17: Lecture, "Poets, Farmers and Monks"; Lean Lecture Room, Wishart Hall, 7:30 pjn.
Sunday, Feb. 20: Preacher at the
FimPresbyterianClurch,atthe8:30
am. and 10:45 a.m. services.
During her visit, Norris also will
lecture in several classes and meet
with student and church groups. The
TheoIogian-in-Residen-

program is

ce

sponsored by the College, and Fust
Presbyterian and Westminster Presbyterian churches.

Problems slow card key installation
By SUSAN WTTTSTOCK
The card key system will not be
installed into any more residence halls
until after the College has had more
time to iron out the technical problems with the system and has approval of funds for continuing from
the Board of Trustees, according to
Dwayne Davis, director of residential
living. If the funding is approved by
the Board of Trustees' Buildings and
Grounds committee at their capital
expenditure meeting in June, all residence halls should be on the system
by the end of next summer. However,
no installations will occur until school
is out of session.
"We had originallyplanned to bring

on Babcock and possibly Compton
over Winter Break. At our initial
installation we had some problems
and we decided to hold up and make
some decisions," Davis said.
The problems involved the electronic data transfer, according to
Davis. Information traveling along
the system was going offline and was
not reading the cards when students
swiped them through the monitors,
and doors were not opening. Now
that adjustments have been made, he
said, everything appears to be fixed.
Davis said that eventually it would
be possible for the system to use the
fiber optics backbone that is being
installed in a loop around the campus
rather than the current copper wire.

Fiber optics is much more efficient
than copper and would allow for safer
and clearer communications and
might be able to help alleviate some
of the problems. However, the fiber
optics system will not be complete
until a year and a half from now.
Once the card key system is installed in all of the dorms, Davis said
that one possible benefit that would
not be a great additional expense to
the College is the use of cards in a
debit system. Money could be set up
at the beginning of the year and the
cards could be used like credit cards
to charge items at the Bookstore or at
Mom's. The service could possibly
also be used on vending machines or
washing machines.

SGA funding process
By SUSAN

wrrrsTOCK

Representatives ofDene House Program spoke at Wednesday night's
SGA meeting to discuss the Senate's
decision to reduce their funding at last
week's funding meeting. Members of
Dene House felt that throughout die
application process, which culminated
at the funding meeting, the Funding
AIkxationsCornmittee(FAOandthe
Senate were inconsistent in their dealings with Dene House. Dene House
asked to attend the meeting to assert
that members were treated
unprofessionally during the entire
funding process; however, they did
not ask SGA to change their decision.

Dene House Treasurer Darla
Alexander 94 said, "We were disgruntled by the inconsistency that we
saw taking place between the FAC
and the Senate. We received too many
contradictions; that's where the problem lies. We were told by the FAC
that they were concerned that our application had been turned in late but
that it would not be a serious problem.
But then at the meeting this issue was
brought up again in addition to other
issues that should not have been rel-

evant"
Senator Andrew Weaver '97 said,
"Yes, the guidelines were discussed,
but only to make their case more clear
to the Senators. It was for their benefit."
The two other guidelines discussed
were referring to publicity and misuse
of funds. Dene House was given $500
last semester by SGA to. use for the
Martin Luther King Ball. Posters
made up by the Black Student Affairs
Office advertising the event did not
contain SGA's logo. According to
SGA funding guidelines, all adver-

-

tisements for events sponsored by SGA

must state that fact. However, since
the posters without the logo were not

distributed by Dene House, the FAC
told the Senate to not consider mat
when voting. The FAC also stated
thatany allegations of misuseof funds
were to be disregarded.
At the funding meeting, FAC recommended that Dene House receive
$150 and the Cabinet recommended
that they receive nothing since their
application was turned in late. If any
funding guidelines are broken, the
Senate can choose to not allocate any
funds. The Senate, told to make their
decision based only on the fact that
Dene's request was turned in late,
voted to allocate $ 100 to the program.
Dene House had requested $280.
Both the Senate and Dene House
are concerned with consistency of the
Senate's decisions. SGA President
Lauren Cohen '94 said, "When one
organization follows the rules and
another doesn't follow the rules and
we treat them the same, we're sending
a message that our guidelines are not
important."
Alexander said, "It is inappropriate
for us to be used as an example. ... We
received too many contradictory remarks about what would and would
not be considered in regards to our
proposal. Dene House has always
been up front and candid with SGA
and we feel we deserve the same
respect in return."
SGA Senator Shannon Sheehan '95
said, "It was not the organization but
the precedent that I was concerned
about Once we've broken with our
policy of not giving funding to groups
who have broken our guidelines, then
we've opened up a Pandora's Box for
other groups."
The FAC still stands by their decision. During an Executive Session at
this Wednesday's meeting, the Senate deferred the issue back to the FAC
who will be making a response to
Dene House.

6ft6d)Qd)
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IPO PROGRAM OF THE WEEK

study abroad next semester?

Internship in
Portland, Oregon
Monday. Feb.14

to

.jr

credit

Field

Study for a semester, year or summer
tripsTraveling seminars Internships
country language
in
and
in
host
English
Courses taught

Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad

119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York
315-443-347-

1-800-235-3-

Presentation at 4 p.m. in Lowry Center, Room 1 19.

SU

472

Rodney Page, coordinator of the Urban Semester
Internship Program in Portland, Oregon, and
Kevin Cavanaugh, a 1993 College of Wooster
graduate now working in Portland in the Shared
Housing Program, will be the featured
"Program of the Week" in
Lowry Center from 11 am.-- 1 p.m.

3.50 CPA and op$l,000 Scholarship
3.75 GPA and up $1,500 Scholarship
Study abroad grants based on need also available.
Syracuse University sponsors study abroad sites in
Harare, Zimbabwe
London, England
Florence, Italy
France
Strasbourg,
Madrid, Spain

1

13244-417- 0
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The Wooster Voice viewpoints

Wooster Insight

I

All students need lab sciences

The College requires students to fulfill distribution requirements ma variety
of fields. One of thcsedisoiDutionsB in mathsciences. Students outside these
disciplines often take advantage of"soft" science classes that are not generally
taken by studentswho are majoring in the field. Usually lacking labs, some
of these "soft" courses even have come 10 have derogatory nicknames such as
"rocks for jocks" or "physics fix poets. In fact, usually they carmoi be applied
10 rnajcr requirements.
This approach 10 mauVscicnce distributMnrequiremenub flawed. Students
in the hurnanities and arts should be held lo the same standards as science
majors, who in order k fulfill their distribution classes, must take the same
courses that majors in me hurnanities.aro and social science complete. To take
me same courses as majors in a field ensures that students
the methodologies, disciplinary assumptions and standards of that field. To do otherwise
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ate level, which runs counter to (he philosophy of a liberal

ara education.

New Greek guidelines not so new
Last spring much effort went irao restructuring Greek guidelines, especially
in regard 10 the pledging period. Changes resulting from (his restructuring
caused major controversy, but after all this work, the recent new member
education period passed Ike many previous ones. Although the total number
of hours allotted for the new member education may has been decreased, the
total time span for the period sa3 stretched two weeks. And although the
language may have been officially changed from "pledging." this very term
was used widely over the put several weeks.
traied many characteristics of the old system. Many of the same pledging
activities occurred such as wearing particular colors and serenaog dormitories. Two grour furthermore, were brought before the Greek Life Gmmit-te-e
for problems that were similar to those that occurred m previous years.
In many ways, the new Greek guidelines have not produced the effective
change that was intended. To bring about positive change more honesty, and
less rhetoric and simple relabeling, is needed.
Hmm wttmt anmnwaf Vr aaWy an aaVf tSfrtal W W
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Men of Harambee called not credible
For an estimated four years the Men

of Harambee have been operating

i

f

liifm

am, you are probably wondering how
an organization of five can achieve
such a goal? And more specifically,
bow can a group of five
males "build and strive towards Black Brotherhood and Third
World tinderstanding." alone? There
is no possible explanation for their
claim 10 build and strive for Third
World understanding.1' However,
there b an explanation for only five
African- - American males working "to
build and strive for Black Brotherhood-."
The only logical reason and
the only one that pops into my mind,
as probably does yours, b a selection
process. It would have to be a selection process. Otherwise how else
would one explain why moreall
males are not members? I am sure they are just as interested in building and striving toward
black brotherhood as the five present
members of Harambee.
Third and finally, the Men of

under a false identiry. A key question
usually posed when this group's name
b mentioned is: Why is there a need
10 exist under false pretenses, if the
organization has credibility and legitimacy for its existence? IwiHgiveyou
three key facts to base my claim that
they exist under false pretense. Hence,
they are not a legitimate and credible
organization. (I have selected only
three for the purpose of being brief,
but there are numerous. And after
reading this article you can probably
think of some of your own).
One, the Men of Harambee consist
n
males (only
of five
those presently anending the College
have any relevance; therefore, alumni
have been excluded). Keep m mind
the total rnexnbership at the College b
five. The Men of Harambee's charter,
a constitution wrinea by the chartered
group explaining their purpose, goals
and structure, defines as ihear membership pool, those eligible for membership, "incoming freshmen, transfer students, exchange students and
other Black and Third World male
students (Men of Harambee's present
charter, 2)." Doesn't it seem a bit
peculiar that out of hundreds of le
On Malcolm X Day. February 21,
male members that only five are the College will provide a plarfbrm
actual members, and that they are all for a representative of The Nation of
Islam, an organization which a seriior
Second, the Men ofHarambee state member of the Congressional Black
as their goal: "The goal of Harambee Caucus has condemned as "a
is 10 build and strive towards Black
fringe group" spreading
and Third World understanding the "dangerous poison" of race hathrough programs of ktvohmerjt edutred.
cationally, culturally, academically,
No one concerned with forme overand socially throughout the entire riding importance of free speech can
Wooster community (Men of protest the appearance here atWooster
Harambee's present charter. 2)." If of somebody whose views are
d
you are on the same wavelength as I
repulsive to most of us. Lib
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Speaker dishonors
memory of Malcolm X

eli-gib-

African-America- n.

hate-nxxiger-ing

Tap

an

Harambee are chartered, and they were
chartered by Campus Council in 199a
One of Council's guidelines of organizations to be chartered is "open'
membership Copen" referring those
eligible to become members). Based
on the fact that there are only five men
in Harambee, and that they claim to
solicit members from a population of
hundreds would you say the membership is "open"?
From the information presented in
this article I would conclude, and
because I am certain you will share
this conclusion, I shall say we conclude, that the Men of Harambee b an
exclusive and secretive group of individuals hiding behind an organizational title. It is not a credible and
legitimate organization. And, based
on the evidence presen ted in this letter
they should no longer exist at the
College of Wooster.

abhor-rentan-

eral arts colleges should never flinch
from their resrx3nsibiliry to demand
their students confront any and all
ideas, howeverrepugnant, which have
caposredpeepk'sminds and engaged
their commitment.
It seems sad. however, that this
speech "honors" a man who, before
the end of his life, disavowed racial
divisions and preached the possibility
of reconciliation.
DANIEL F. CALHOUN
Dunham Professor of History
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Why I need to thinly about Hitler
I taw "SchnkHcr! List" this weekend. Since then INe been
plagued by mghtmares of vDe young SS guanls and Auschwitz
also been filled, again and again as I tan it
daub camps.
around in my bead, wiih a tense of hope
aixl love when I remember the end of the
MATT SEAMAN Elm, when a Jewish friend of Oskar
Schiodler gives him a ring with the
"He who saves one life saves the whole world," as
1,100 Jews who Schindkx saved watch.
Bat I'm having a problem processing this film. For some
itasonlcan'tdigestiL It gets saxm the esophagus of my mind
on the way to my psychic stomach. This could just be my
problem, it could just be something no one else is homered with,
and if I'm getting bong up in the monkey bars of my head,
swinging endlessly and pohTtlessry.pleasc don'tread this, ignore
me and go on. But I don't seem to know bow to resolve the
problem I'm having. I can't understand the kind of sheer hatred
that some of the characters in the film showed. I can't understand
why the German work camp commandment, Goeth, could kin
people so easily. I didnl understand why they couldabuse others

re

.,....,.

in-aaip-

boc,

wiftsnchsctoralityflsayanxralifyandra
that was what it was, there was no sense of vice, they didn't defy
morality, they ignored it).
I couldn't understand it in the context of my life. I mean, I've
hated people. I've driven somewhere and been cut off m traffic
arxl just wanted to see the car that ax nx off expkxfc
Tve longed for snipers to pick off people who say dumb things in
class, aldicigh that may seal my own doom. I've bathed the guy
in the room next to me playing Rage Against the Machine when
I need to sleep in on Sunday morning. But I can't understand
ba&gaclassofpecawboferace. My idea of hatred can only
be a metaphor for what the Germans felt, it is Eteapaintingofa
chair cooirjered to a chair itself. And I can't understand actually
doing the things I imagine doing to someone when I hate them.
Sq, tte(hinyftfltfbfiwlMMintinfl nv.k thfrr HoWCOuldtheNaziS
have done what they did?
Tve been talking to my friends and family, trying to get some
The
kfca of bw other pecplc think of Hitoaal the Hok
inheth
He IS
fytnffitmypnw
scrnehow exempted from huoian morality. Hewasnotantional
agent For some reason I have dfficuhywith that What lesson

does that teach us?

If all we can

learn from therkdocaustis,dont

be insane, we have no way of
preventing it from happening in
the future. Are we really to believe tbatHitochVta'tkiiow what
he was doing was wrong? Is that
uie picture of morality we have,
mat some people know it and
scene people don't? I can't accept that. I have to believe, like
Anne Frank, that "people are really good at heart."
My brotherhasasign thathangs
on the door of his dorm room that
says, quoting an unknown Texas
philosopher, "I've never known
an asshole closely." That's because people have reasons for the
things they do. In Hitler's mind,
it must have made sense that he
kin several million people. We
need to understand why it won't
make sense tous and why it chd to
him.
If we take that as the starting
point of an investigation of the
Holocaust, and then work from
there, we could actually learn
something about human nature.
Why is it that we have a rise in

itflfira1im ynri frttirvyTitrigra?
Is it because there are more in
sane peopkm the world? There's

1

In Hater's mind, it must have made sense that he JdU several
million people. We need to understand why it wont make sense
to us and why it did to him,

something in the drinking water
perhaps? No, that makes no sense. We must accept that people
want to do good, but for some reason aren't allowed to do so.
So what win we leam if we believe thatpeople are really good
at heart? I would supoose that we'D leam someciing about human
feelings of insecurity. WeTl leam that people need to be treated
like people, they have needs and emotions, and when these

feelings are trampled on, that forces them into strange behav
Weniay learn that people are an cool, who kiiows? But if we just
give a moral exemption to every person who behaves like Hitler,
we just aDow that behavior.
Matt Seaman is an editorial writer for the Voice.

of our military?
What is to be the nature
us to
spots'

Former Yugoslavia and other 'hot
UN. aakmb imminent m the former Yugoslav
inilitary.inostrecenthrespons&kf
the tnin market square in Sarajevo, that left 68 dead and 142
injured, has shocked and moved the world.
As UN. resolutions are passed and stances
taken, questions remain. UN. forces, which
JOSHELROD
,

have lately

r cr1

Nations, or NATO
Ul3rcs are used in the Unitedanywhere
in the world.

It is not
former Yugoslavia or perhaps
toBosnkdoesiiotpe
tfrectry related
it does not concern the possibility of "just peace." Instead, it is
limply this: What is the nature of our miliary?
This question, at first, in the context of these larger dilemmas,
But first permit a brief recollection of
may seem
"fan
The
cf the Soviet Empire" alkwed (and
years.
few
last
the
self-centere-d.

still allows) America an amazing opportunity. Throughout the
Cold War, the United States was hamstrung in foreign policy
decisions, forced at all times to consider the Soviet Union.
Fftwymitarian efforts often were weakened by this ronSkVration.
We could actually accuse ourselves of causing quite a bit of
trouble, particularly in Central America during the Reagan

Adminis

No one should be happy to accept the death ofour
sohSers, but maybe we should be prepared. It is
incompatible to suppose the we can enter into global
conflict as a "world policeman" and that we can
expect the process to be painless, or cost only money.

UisaquesobnweshouUanswttbefbre

post-Col- d

re-examine- xour

ap- -

peared somewhat
impotent in their attempts to protect
safety zones against Serbian and
Ctasianaggre3sion.nowappearieady
to commit to forceful response against
Those militaries.
This sanation has raised a question
fa nrr mind, andlhave come to believe
that it is an important question for

Apyrfrw

force

tration, in
an attempt
to fight the
"Evil Empire."

Warforeign policy

Olympic Hotel went terribly awry. The US. forces sustained
time thereafter that
relatively heavy casualty, a"1 t
Ambassador Robert Oakly was deployed to disentangle the
United States from this now unpopular effort.
This, in essence, represents the core of our problem. Our
foreign policy, with respect to our military, is now hamstrung by
a complete unwillingness to accept casualties. No one should be
happy to accept the death of our soldiers, but maybe we should
be prepared to do so. It is incompatible to suppose the we can
enter into global conflict as a "world policeman" and at the same
time can expect the process to be painless, or cost only money.
If cwanswer to this questim is that wem nrtp

After tfTOrpfyftrrthattNfffo"o
it is only the same one) to

the Cold
War, we

could

change our position somewhat. Our Cold War ally General
Nbreiga no longer bad to be tolerated as a necessary evfl.
Similarly, we were relatively successful in fbnning a coalition to
fight Saddam Hussein in the Gulf War. At this time, experts
imagined a new military emerging, one no longer suited to the
occupation of Western Europe, but streamlined to respond to
crises in "hot spots" aU over the world.
h could be said that this thinking led Ainerican
into Somalia. Then,ouOa3,1993,aU.rarigeratiackonthe

have another question (or perhaps

answer Why do we have our military? Of course weneedtohave
a force to defend our borders, and one to prom certain interests
afrrrwd, twtdnei mU military warrant its current size?
I am not proposing to answer these questions, but it seems
essential mat we must as a country. If we do not, how can we
create foreign policy? Hew can we create a imTitary budget? It
solution to these
is time to stop hoping far a magic fairy-tal- e
problems, and to decide what sacrifice we are prepared to make,

or whether we are prepared to make one at all

Josh Etrod is an editorial writer for the Voice.
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A look at Valentine's Day over the years
By LXZ FLTEStBAUGH

If s Love tha mate if

J

world goes round!
Sir VilZiam Gilbert

t

IfGZbm'sworts are trae,lhe world

r

i
'

t

Next week will not only bring a
day for the heart, but slao for the

Hi'

pilaff

CI.

ser-vic-es

Send-a-San- g.

oiesoo

j

coarse is ma i ifd paper or urn rtecat-Opaper (Vsigns drccr tird wife tiny
draws hearts and doves. However.
Paacn wrote, "Wife time grew boldness of thought sad elaborateness of
execoucn," and vilmtinta twm
"larger hearts outlined in red ink. sod
not only oudined bat done in acfid.
gory eolen sH brsftrk wife arrows."
Panrn aho addrcsscdiquestion we
suH ccctemplate today: How io ibe
world did Valentine's Day originate?
Ia a story we may recogjazesoea
describes ibe legend of St Valentine,
fljsnyied priest ofRomeia ibe Card
cectxry. who was jailed for secretly
marrying couples despite a ban on
frm uiges by ibe croel Roman emperor ca fee time. After his death.
ct

i

According to Howard Raber,
director of dining services, the
Breakfast will
soon be approaching. Raber did
not disclose the exact date of this
culinary treat, but said the breakfast will occur "somewhere near
Valentine's Day."
The format of this event will be
very similar to that of last year, be
said. The only difference is that
carved turkey will be served this
year. Other menu hems featured
an-nualVsJexxin-

e,tx

valen-tnesMdcnuaelhandwiiQeno-

Food for
the heart
By AMANDA JUNKTN

wi3 certainly be spinning next week.

ifo-danoiseC-
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Ai die day of lown approaches, love
braked in ihe air. We can't help but
become mfeaed
xxtanea to ibe
point of nauseaby fee bey hearts,
winy boxes of candy and bunches of
flowers displayed at every nan.
And Hat's not aU valentine are
taking mere advanced forms. According to (his month's issue of
pri 1.1 at mr awgessent
today are relayednot kai by cards, but
by cnrnpjtfr disks or by phone
Lie
la an age
when yon can't be too careful, we
may no longer expects box of checo-bte- s,
bat rather a box of condoms at
tat. Valentine's Day mail package
Of course, valentines were not always like they are today. Long ago,
feey were qui modest. "The Year's
Festivals," wriaenby HefcnPhCbrook
Pacen in 1903, describes early

February

pfcoo by ELIZABETH MADISON

Wl

Lore Cot to Do wiia It A VsJea&u b Mm Midd Ages" was presented b Dongiass Lounge
Taesday. Madonna IleCiager, history professor, ltd the dbcnasioa aa part of the Tlreside Chats" series
sponsor ed by Doagass 1 1x3 aad the Office of toe Vice Prtsidqt for Academic Affairs.
Oristians supposedly gaibered in
honor of his birthday every Feb. 14,
many choosing that day to marry.
The American Beck of Days" by
George William Dccgbs dies one
claan of origin to fee belief ofEoxope-an-a
in ibe Middle Ages that birds
began to mate on Feb. 14.
Perhaps, the bat theory b not as
ricjcalousasasounds. Pamela Frese,
processor of sociology and anthropology at the CbDege, related one pos-sJ- e
lick to ibe history of Valentine's
Day to a season of procreation for
human brings. Frese, who has
varioos holidays during (be
Victorian period, said mat one depiction of me "ideal
frraalc" was Vencs or Aphrodite, the
Creek goddess of love. Men, hoping
to woo these women into marriage,
would often give (hem Dowers or
candy, a food thought to t
re-searc- faed

Anglo-Americ-

an

crvioos desires" in those who ate it,
Frese said.
Ia a sense, chocolate played Cupid.
Cupid b, of course, the god of love
and desire and the son of Venus in
Roman mythology. Significantly, he
b also me cute lisle cherub we often
aee on Valentine's Day cards snned
with his bow and arrows of desire.
"I guess what we could say b mat
Cupid b beginning Spring or me
that occur in the spring. Frese
said, referring to prccreanon. That's
played out ia ibe life cycle rituals and
m advertising." '
Valentine's Day, and the flood of
advertising mat conies with it, b not
only an AagkAmerican tradition.
Valentine's Day b also very commercialized in Japan, according to Masa
Obnishi "96. who is nomTokyo.Tt'8
sc-tio-

ns

besaid.

Sarah Humphries "96, who lived in
Japan forayear.said that Valentine'a
Day is different there in that usually
only the women give gifts lo men. A
relatively recent practice that begun
six or seven yean ago, Obmsbi said, b
-While Day." on March 14. a day
when men return the compliment by
giving presents to women.
Elena Fadeeva, language assistant this year here at the College, who
bfrcra near theBlack Sea in southern
Russia, said that Russians do not celebrate Valentine's Day. She said this
holiday a unfamiliar to her. Fadeeva
W
said that another Pttwqw
very similar to American Mother's
Day; it b a day when all Russian
women, sisters, wives, mothers and
friends, receive gifts.
Ta Russia, it's me fch of March,
Fadeeva said. "We call it the first
Spring holiday." .

tr10

e'sDay

win include Belgian waffles.
mousse tarts, ice molds and an
assortment of fresh fruits and yogurts.
In addition to these special menu
items, the everyday atmosphere of
the Lowry cafeteria will be trans
formed into a romantic paradise

compleiewimcandldigbtlinen
tabirclnchs, pink napkins and bal-kxBS.TbeetnployeeswiIIdoaway
wia their traditional Food Service
uniforms for one day, to be
m black pants, white shirts
and dashing red vests. And, of
course, strolling minstrels will be
present for your listening pleasure
while you dine.
Raber looks forward to ibe break- fast. He said he expects a good
turnout and thinks the students will
enjoy this occasion.
"They really like this one," be
said. "It's a real nice treat for
them."
be-dec- ked

Hong IKong oloFers good, reasonable CMiiese
RESTAURANT REVIEW
By ZACH VnLLEUX

I've sever been lo China, I don't
know what "teaT Chinese food b
supposed to taste Eke, rm not even
mat big of a fan of American Chinese
food. I don't make it to Chinese
feat often. Bat when I do
it
get cat Qavich,TTxHocgKopg
b Ibe kind of place I Eke to go ax
The Hong KcngCtanese Restaurant
b located at 2241 Benden Dr. off
Akron Rd, in Wooater. It's in what
artrns to be a fairly mce boilding a
few blocks past Rotten aid The
dining room b mccSiBTt sized and
rather informal, decorated in the
standard Chinese restaurant style,
including what seems to be the

v ran

regulation Chinrae icmmnit fish
tack.
Mr. and Mrs. Chi Tat Chan are me
owners of The Hong Kong. They
have had The Hong Kong ia business
for over 10 years,
according to Samanrha

Hill, a waitress aad

The menu offers a wide variety of
Chinese dishes. It was as extensive a
collection as Tve seen starry Chinese
restaurant. They all seemed lo be
fairly reasonably priced, in fee $6 to
SSnmge for the most parL
Besides main courses
feey had several kinds of
several people tell me we have
soup and a fairry large
the best Chinese Food in the United
selection of avpetiaas.
StaUz, Especially the won ton soup."
In art fit ion to Ouncse
dishes. The Hong Kong

Tve had

hostess. Hill has worked
at The Hong Kong for me
past four years. Tve had
several people tell me we
have the best Chinese
Food in me Utaed States.
Especially the won ton soup," said
HiH
HSU said fee most popular items are
ibe pepper steak and fee moo goo gat
pan, a chicken dish wia vegetables

and a white sauce.

The buffet b abo popular, which b
available every hmch and dinner
except on Friday and Saturday nights.
for
It's S7j65 for comer and
lunch. The Hong Kong has aCered

She also

emphasized feat fee won ton soup
deserved tpmal mmticn.

SanantfiaHUl

fee bufTet for me past eight months.
My experience at The Hong Kong

watagoodone. ItriedaonsSaturday
night. It was fairly busy and although
almost all fee tables were fun. the
service was sell very prompt sod our
waitress was very friendly. It was a
generally ccmfcrtabbatnxaepherc.

also served standard
American fare.
If

Chinese boot your thing, you can get
a hamburger and fries, or some other
"American" meal
' Like most Chinese restaurants, the
food was served family style. We
adeted beef and peapods and the
house fried rice. Both dishes were
quite tasty. The fried rice came with

pork, chicken and shrimp, as weQ as a
wide variety of vegetables, well
proportioned. It was much less greasy
than fried rice often b. The beef and
peapods were good loo. The peapods
were cooked just right and the beef
was nice and lender. The portions
were very generous. We managed to
squeeze another meal out of our
leftovers, and there was sail a little bit
left after that.
The meal ended with fee standard
fortune cookies, without which no
Chinese dining experience would be
cpfnplfff.
Ia addition to
eating. The
Hong Kong takes carry-ocriers.
AD in an, it was a fairly good eating
experience. While I don't think it will
win any Chinese gourmet awards, I
fbuDdTheHongKongtobeaieliahry
decent place to grab some Chinese.
sit-do-

wn
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Bringing people to the school'
Tour guides share thoughts and stories about theirjobs
By AARON SKRYPSKI

.

that the responsibility of a tour guide
is to "paint the most accurate and

tive student and her parents enjoyed
her tour so much that they talked for
Remember when you first began nicest picture about Wooster."
two hours afterwards, and then all
your college search? You probably
Graham and Butler both stressed went out lo lunch together.
looted through several gigantic books the iinpatance of personalized tours.
Can Boardman '94, another tour
containing everything you ever The tour guide program tries to give guide, also enjoys playing a positive
wanted to know, and some filings you each family a guide to themselves, rok about bringing people to the
didn't, about any college in the United enabling the guide to individualize school." Boardman stated that a tour
States. Narrowing it down
guide is necessary be
cause ithey provide into about ill or 11 was
easy.
formation about things
Graham also said that one prospective
But choosing those last student
mat "aren't in books."
parents enjoyed
tour so Boardman
three or four, the ones you
also said she
two hours
were serious about, can much that they talked
enjoys giving tours "to
then aU went out to lunch
leave any high schooljunpeople who are the opafterwards,
posite from you," be- ior or senior in a state of together.
'
photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
cause they would bring
mas confusion.
"qualities to a school
Visiting the colleges
Tour Guide Steve Wheeler '96 shows a prospective student and his
each lour to meet the needs of the that are different from you."
themselves was usually helpful. Evfamily around campus. Wheeler is one of appradamtdy 25 regular
eryone has that one college, the one prospective student With a school
tour guides.
youU never forget because the lour the size of Wooster, individualized When something goes wrong
But being a tour guide isn't all tun
guide loM your mom about howmuch
tours can do a lot to pique the interest
and excitement; it has its embarrassfun youU have at all the keggers on of an applying student
With that exclamation, the interest of prospectives. Questions about the
The busiest seasons for tours are ing inoments, too. On her first tour, . the eighth graders peaked. In the social life and activities on the weekthe weekend.
mass of confusion, Boardman tried to end seem to predominate most tours.
If that tar guide erased mat college the fall and late spring. Both Fridays Graham had to contend with a perenfrom your list, at least your decision and Mondays are the busiest days, nial Wooster problem the rain. She "just move on."
Boardman stated that she tries to talk,
was made a little easier. But had that according to Graham. She also said had trudged along in her duck boots,
Tour guide Shannon Dodds '95 about the Greek life and the activities
lour guide provided the appropriate that in the fall, prospective students a necessity here in Wayne County, also told of a lour she gave to a group planned out by the various campus
look at colleges before filling out the showing theprospective around caminformation or taken the time to
of high school athletes. She tried to organizations.
applications. After the application pus. However, this particular proDodds stated that she isoften asked
show them the academic buildings,
might be different You possibly due date, the number of lours per spective was a basxctbaQ player, and tell them about the individual majors what she dislikes about Wooster the
would be having fun at all the keggers week drops.' Once prospectives have bad scheduled a meeting with the and discuss their education. But most Dodds says that she answers
cfcjectivdy.bm tries toend each statbeen notifiedof their acceptances, the baskntwll coach after his tour.
these guys weren't interested in studat that fine school.
Graham look him to the PEC and ies. According to Dodds, they really ement on a positive note.
number of tours rises again. .
Guiding a
According to Butler, there are 25 proceeded toleadhimdown the glazed justwanted"toseetbestude
union." F ; But questions about parties are not
The lour guide is "one of the major regular tour prides, and a large group cementstepa. They say that "the first and, more importandy, "the girls' themostchallengingcnesraised. Both
contacts they prospectives havewith of auxiliary guides. These auxiliary step is always a doozie," and Graham dorms."
Graham and Boardman stated that
current students," said Betsy Butler, guides handle over-flosoon would agree. Her boots lost hold
discussing campus security this year
tours, usuBy far and away the most embaran admissions counselor who overarid she CeQ down thesteps, landing as rassing tour moment had to be when a has been very difficult
ally on days with special events. Grasees the lour guide program here at ham stated that visitation days and an ffrnfown SAfed heap at the bottoi, lourguafcfenrntoamanhole.
Boardman felt very
As a first-yeme College.
College Scholar exam days are usu- -. The prospective! mom ran down to
Graham recounted this story, secure,butnowasaseniorshehashad
Butler believes that the student-guide- d auy the busiest
give her assistance. Graham said mat the guide was walking down the Mea problem trying to relate the realistic
shewa3MreanyembarrassedMandshe
The number of lours per week vartour is important because it
morial Walkway. Ashe neared Beau picture of security on campus.
gives prospectives the chance to ask ies, but a regular tour guide gives wasn't sure 1f be even came here Avenue, be stepped on a manhole
Graham also has dealt with diffiquestions that ihey may not ask at an between 25 and 30 tours per semester. after al"
coverwhich had recentlybeen opened cult questions about security. GrajViqirimttnn1qnh5WffiXTHinttTrdhT
Graham, who has worked with the
admissions interview." Tberespon- Urtfortunately, the ham stated that Wooster is a safe
and
program for the past two years, says fair share of embarrassing moments. ccw had not been replacedcorrectly. campus, "but sometimes things haplies on the guide, whom Butler says is fcat'snkx to know lean positively
The guide stepped and immediately pen."
Graham explained the role ofa lour
"the most credible resource" for an affect someone's idea of Wooster."
a group of eighth graders around fell in up to his waist Graham said
jnconnny Rudcnt
She went on to relate how much she campus when they came upon a vend-- that it was up to the prospective and guide best She tries to personalize
Meredith Graham 96 is the student enjoys giving a lour to someone she ing machine. Bia thiswas noordinary his mother to puH him out
her tours because she "hopes that
vendinginachine,kwassttxkedwith
coorrtmatnr of the program at the reaDy "dicks with."
people who belong here come, and
College. She says she enjoys her job
candy. bars, packs of gum and Tonga Questions
Graham was once told that a stuthose who would not be as happy here
became she feels as though she has dent enrolled is Woofier because of condoms. One of be kids yelled out ., But being a tour guide also means find the place where they would be
"Hey man thry got condoms here." confronting tough questions from happiest". ;
"made a difference." Graham says her. She abo said that one prospec
.
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For further information, please contaaDemMonbanrn(x2527),
chair of the Publications Committee,

250 W. North, Wooster.
262-973-
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Lowest Price Guarantee!
(Polo,

Organize 15 friends and
your trip is FREE!

Designer Labels

A

or

$3,000-$6,000m- o.

EMPOWER members present programs about Issues that affect
your Efe, such as alcohol use and abuse, acquaintance
rape, AIDS and diversity.

Natural Fabrics

different type of place.

-

3U

en

fiehing veaaHi. Many employer provide
roocn k board k transportation. Male or
For
Female. No experience neceeaary.
more inroniieUon call: .
(206) 545-41-55
ext ASS62

WEDNESDAY, FEB, 16, 6:30 pjn.
LOVVRYCEMTER ROOM 120

Quality Jewelry

--

canneries

5

J. Crew. The Gap. etc.)
--

TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL
(800y328-728- 3

Afjplications for the editorships are due Feb. 15, 1994.

4

Cancan, Bahamas, Jamaica,
1 10

Areyou interested in editing the Voice, Goliard or Index
for the 199445 academic year?

Come enjoy refreshments, and learn more about the 1 994 program.

Pa J 8

The Woosteh Voice Aiits
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Entehtainiient

WSO performs with honored soloist Bacon and basketball

foul out in 'The Air'

NZW3SZ2YICTS

Lutau,

Manny
principal
pel of flic Minnesota Oechestra, wX
be guest anlorst m fee Woooer Symphony Otctoa (WSQ) rjcrfbras a
program axJodfag HaydnPtaxell and
Tihaluviky oo Sunday, Feb. 13.
Lanreana, Bausic
of fee
Minnesota Youfe Synyhnirt and
die Metropolian Symphony Orcbes-has been the principal trumpet
wife foe Miii'irajta Orchestra smce
198L
Laonano wi3 be fcatured fa two
I

By JE2EMY CULTS C3I

It's Duke ts. UNLV, it's

Georgetown vs. Vi2anova,itsMichi.

taadUNCtfWirTt.Mmgori

and it's cafled The Air Up There,"
sirring Kevin Bacon as former
bas-krrtaJstarandcnnTrkiwB-

coach

team and on fee seventh day. during
practice, fee point guard goes down
wife a knee injury.
Dolan most become a
member of fee Winabi so he can legally play in fee game. This actually
may be the turning point of fee movie.
full-fledg-

ed

n.

wctix Hayea'sTrnrnprt

of fee St. Joseph Balls.
Here's fee story: Bacon's charachot-head- ed

.'4

Cm ilhu"

and Henry PurcelTs Over-ev- e
to The Indian Quern." The
"Trumpet Concerto." wrisen in 1796
a
work as k was
fee first piece to aae flie newly
leyed trnrnpet." A longtime
standard fa fee toaspeuepenoire, fee
work displays fee i ihj hi Knfs wsiic
xange and lyrical voice as well
its
technical capacities. The ladian
Queen." an opera, was left anftiithfd
at PurceTs deafe fa 1693 and later '
Id E--

ter, Jimmy Dolan, is frustrated after
fee loss of a
star recruit
who loses a pick-o- p game to him and
stomps off the Sl Joseph's court fa
search of fast cars, cash and other
NCAA violations Jimmy beads to
Africa in search ofSalens 69"duok-fa- g
from rtKtil Wfaabi,
whom Dolan saw shooting hoops fa
fee bacigroond of a video. Sslch
takes to Jknmy quickly and would
love to go to America and play fa
college and feen fee NBA but. as fee

at

ra

uutjd-breixiii-

sj

k-ver-

sed

A

i

a

canplucdbyhubrocberDacaeLTbe
overture far trumpet acd orchestra
remains one of fee work's bote
memorable ynn
TheWSOwi3alsoperfann"B3a3t!"

canpoaedial992byV&tiarlVtraf.
ScheCe cunendy

a

cocsposer4a-rest-denc-

.

LL
I

and profcoor of nssx at Bot-fUniversity. He was appointed
Indiana Cornpoaer fa Rradrnce (or

cr

KxtfaIinetofeeWmabiferone.be
cannotgo.

by NEWSSERVICES

Manny Laarexao b ft toUit wtta tW Wooster Syaphoay Orchestra
co Feb. U fa McGiw Qjpd at 1:15 pja.
1992 ferocgh 1994 by the Indiana
Sate Orchestra Consortiam. His
"Concert) Car Two Pianos and
was a finalist far the 1983
PuHizer Prize in Music.

Cr-cbes- n"

e

s

Also

scheduled

are

two
Tchaikovsky works. Serenade in C

MfcrSariOp.Jol-March- e
SlaveT opJL. Jeffrey Lindberg,
WexMerprcfcsjor cfnMgkr.conduas

feeWSO.
The concert begins at 8:15 jua. fa
McCawChapeL Tickets are 56, with
all students admitted free.

in "The Bingo Palace'
!

BOOK REVIEW
By AMY BACK

The Bisgo Palace" is Louise
Erdrka's fourfe book fa ber series of

foad,feOUgh

feel

jarahacroasibeCanafTian border. As
fix two are about 10 kave Vlcotana. a
prejodiced tcrdrr pavd stops fiieir
car. Prejudice has made the goard
sopicious. The fnard proceeds to
acaith fig entire vao and aiimi mly

face of Andrew Jackson is only a
biflrr rrrnnvW of fee Trail of Tears.
Lrpsha returns to fee old, aod attempts to win Shawnee's affection
ihroogh a mystic love prion. Though
Shawnee does indeed become pbysv-ca3- y
attracted to bins, she cannot be

novels about oaraernpoory Native
fooledL Sayk)g,TccgotfeeiDec5-cfa-e,
American He. last at fee novel's
predecessors "Love Medicine,"
you don't got fee love."
proceeds to search I Jpahabatdecides
to find bis great
The Beet Qoeea" and Tracks" The
the entire
mistakenly graoctooebcr. Fkar PQager, and
encompass (he Native AAtexxao
aauggje to fuse the past and fee
identifies on old holiday
Upon reaching Dears boose,
fstanr. The Bingo Palace" exas block hash. Lipsha's
plores fee conflictinsj influences Jnrffeale
bade intensifies as be
of fltodersum and fr
realizes feat Fleors home rests on
Lipsha Morrissey, the central
Uacfia aa old boGcby fruitcake, fee same plot of land which Lyman
of fists vclume, has wysiallj which Aont Zelda trade from dried plans to develop kao a federally sancbeea sni'i a im wtl by bis gi au i udei, brriTalo meat, prong and raisira. as a tioned bingo palarTi Yet Lipsha's
QandiaLBlg,toBaarahoractofee
block of hash.
desire to cfttain Shawnee it mains
Chippewa reservation. Upon
Lipsha's faiVd date widi Shawnee uftfaiaarrl As Lipaha says to bis
fast bis Cut winter pow wemr fa
is analogous to fie decline of (he
esndmofeer. "1 need a love
yrarf,Tpabaiiparocolji1y faauuasd Ctuppewa imim'h fa oodcra tsses. medkane,"he falls fatoanamb trance.
fa Shawnee Ray. a woman wbora he He and his people are canght between When he awakens, be has no magical
describes as fee "tat of cor past, oar smoking ceremony pepes while siga
leas. Liptia leaves Fleer's home ocly
r hope of a future" and the
kg treaties wish fee gowiTirrtria and wife advice to "admit your love."
Lyman lrnjrije, who drmking Ccca-Cd- a
while puafiiiig
The novel captures fee (Sacrepan-cicutii
Is lipaha
arc it. Shawsee and Nifii its at innjnt cash nrartiines.
between spells and siucaky and
Lyuiau c.n'mmiiy maic and break Lipafta envies how Lyman is at ease coin fry and Bribe. The Bingo Palcu uV flaeChjppewaconTrnurufy and
plans Jor fiasr wedding. Lipsha sod
ace" is a saory of bow fee Chzppewas
tfi "fy prhrfT,T'Trw'aiicnTiy
chrint feeir past and actet, fecir fin
bow be has become successful is bcs&
next. As fee two men speak aboot fee tore. Hisaary.bioodSnes and family
Tensions tear at Upsha's beart as sigfBftrancc of money, Lyman says secrets baunt fee leaervaoon, yet inhe ccoplcys bocb an iri vug, and feat money is a&ve and feat kmost be dustrial growfe iturifn to duuuy
coraerepcxary coortfag aayies to kept somewhere where k can grow. fiyft precioos ghosts.
' gain
Socksfor rrdew courtesy of
Shrroee'i kjve. For a Cat date, I Jptf a brys to rest bis jrainrwy
is dead." ToLipsba,fee
faviaes Sbawnea
far Cfc-iFlcrvKt 0. WUjomBcokaort.

guard
ran and

a

of

char-aca- cr

l

itiyr

es

t

,

tepry-icg,"Mon-

lcsta

a

ey

--

Jimmy tries to help fee Winabi tribe
fa their feud wife fee Mingori tribe to
show be is not solely inter card fa
bringing Saleh borne to St. Joe's.
However, when fee bead of canle be
bought for feexn, probably a major
NCAA vioLaico, is stolen by the evil
Miflgori cbn, fee Winabis have to
peck feeir tegs and leave feeir coppeland which is what the
r-rich
Mingori are really after.
m the toning peck of feis basketr
baH feriDer, a bet is conJured op by fee
beads of each tribe whereia they wfll
play each ether fa a btskefeall game,
head to bead, five on five. IfWmabi
wins, they get fee cows back and stay
on their land tmrnolrstfd by the
Mingari; ifMingori wins, they get fee
centre land and bragging rights all
over Africa.
Jknmy has eight days to prepare bis

r

tain (I'm mt malting this op) and feen
corning back down only id have goat's
ic
milk poured on his head and a
made dangerously close
irci
to bis groin. Incidentally, when be
makes it to the top of the mountain
after some daring 1ClifIhanger"4ike
scenes, he takes his 1981 NCAA
cIub i ipionship ring off his finger and
throws k over fee side of feeinountain
fa a very symbolic arid stupid gesture
efadeprralfTire from bis fu mm life
toabaskefeall star and coach. It's not
sym-bol-

toacause.

The Ak Up There" is not suffi-

ciently funny to work as fee type of
d
movie tt is probably
corny,
supposed to be. Kevin Bacon does
fee best he can, but wife such a story,
ft is hard to take any of fee acting from
any of fee actors seriously.
The portrayal of fee fictional St.
Joe's big time hrckcthnTI program is
not bad. It overdoes some of the
recruiting efforts, (like lobster
and trips to Florida), and tries to
make Division I coQege liinkrrnril
less lilx a srvjrt played by 20 year
dds and more bice fee big business it
has become in fee recent decades.
If you axe going to see The Air Up
Tbere"forfeebBsketbaJaacDon,dmt
go. Even wife Bob McAdoo's expert
assistance, the film relies inore on fee
storyline than on fee actual game at
band.
And the story, like Kevin Bacon's
game, is weak.
feel-goo-

din-ne- rs

kk

Cash Reward!

Big bucks will be paid for art, writing,
photography or anything relating to the first year
experience at the College of Wooster (as long as
.)
Submissions
it's been created by a COW
selected fee the "Year One" magazine will
receive $25 of cold hard cash. But hurry,
deadlines are coming up soon and cash flying
this fast and furious can't last.
first-year-

Send submissions to:
Year One
C-14- 73

Call x32S7 ifyou have questions

-

--

The WoosTEiPVdiCE Arts& Entertainment

Sheridan returns
to Wooster

McGaw Chapel swallows reading
By HANNA HOWE
The Ensemble Theatre of Cleveland performed "Lovingly Yours,
Langston and Lorraine on Feb. 3, as
part of the celebration of Black History Month. A cast of two, Robert J.
Williams and Renee Matthews-Jacksoacted out scenes from plays by
writers Langston
FIughesandLorraine Hansberry. They
also recited numerous works of poetry by the authors, taking on the
characters of Hughes and Hansberry
throughout the performance.
As tbe title of the play indicates,
this had potential as an intimate
evening of poetry readings and dramatic works. Unfortunately, it was
presented in McGaw Chapel, which
nearly ruined airy chance of feeling
close to the characters, let alone hearing them. The acoustics in the buOd-in- g
were so poor that the most powerful poems were lost in the rafters.
While straining to hear what the actors were saying, I couldn't help but
wonder why McGaw had been chosen for this type of event.
and Williams
As Manhews-Jackso- n
moved their voices through numer
n,

African-Americ- an

V

V

,

-

v

:;A-- :

V

rin

ous poems, it became confusing and
difficult to hear. It was troublesome to
know who had written what or even
what the titles were. It was enjoyable
to just listen to the words without
worrying about all the logistics, but
even then the actors would move
around the stage and their voices would
be lost in places.
It was also unclear when the actors
wereplaying theparts of the writers or
when they were reading the author's
writings. On the stage were two desks
with typewriters and folding screens
bearing large photographs of Hughes
and Hansberry. It could be assumed
that when the actors were at the desks
they were in the role of the authors,
but these spots on the stage seemed to
be the worst acoustically, so words
did not help to solidify these staging
clues. Once again the poor sound in
McGaw ruined the artistic quality of
this play.
Some of the selections read were
"Where Have All the Flowers Gone"
and "I Wish to Live" by Hansberry
and "The Trumpet" and "Dream
Variation" by Hughes. There were
also scenes from the dramatic works,
most notably "A Raisin in the S un" by

Hansberry. "Lovingly Yours"opened
with Act 1, scene 1 from the famous
play and as the actors moved from the
characters of mother and son to writers to poetry reciters, their range was
notable. It was clear the play was
designed as a tribute to the legendary
authors and to the power of their writing as part of the Black Civil Rights
Movement.
But much of the strength was lost
with every word that could not be
heard. Much of the time, I had to
depend on the actions to understand
what meaning was being conveyed.
It would have been much more effective if the poetry had been read at a
podium with a microphone. Professor Lisa Lewis expressed this sentiment by saying, "Poetry is dramatic
enough without people waving their
arms around.
Instead of walking away from this
performance with a new knowledge
of the authors, all I could think about
was the embarrassing condition of
McGaw. I wish I could render some
final definitive comments on the performance but in truth I don't think I
heard enough to provide an honest
criticism.

Upcoming week in

entertainment
pbcfto provided by SAB

RoodeD Sheridan's comedy has been described as a cross between
Eddie Murphj and Bill Cosby without tbe vulgarity. He has also
been nominated for NACA Comedian of the Year for the past three
years. Sheridan wfll be performing at Tbe Underground on
This event is
Wednesday, Feb. 16 at 10 pun. Admission will be
bj SAB, Black Student's Association, Men of

$0.

LivcMwdc
Paw: Peabody's DownUnder,
Feb. 11

Fishbone: The Agora, March 12
Cocteau Twins: The Agora, March

n

Mighty Mighty Bosstones:
Flash's, Feb. 12

Rush and Primus:
March 23

Dig: The Grog Shop, Feb. 13

Coliseum,

Vietnam.
Student Spotlight Showcase, 8
p.m. -- 1 1 pjn Mom's Trucks top.

co-sponso- red

Harmbee and The Underground.

James: Peabody's DownUnder,
Feb. 17
Lincon Center Jazz Orchestra:
Wexner Center for the Arts,Feb. 18
Black Sabbath,Motorhead,Mor-biAngeL The Agora, Feb. 19

Tombstone R
10:10
Mrs. DoubtfirePG-1-

PH Do Anything

PG-1- 3

4-3- 5,

Nick

d

Heyward: Peabody's

DownUnder, Feb. 19
3

1:10.330,5:45,8.00,

1:45,430,7:15, lOOO
The Air Up There PG

10:10

1.00,7:50
Grumpy Old Men

1:25,335,535,7:45,9:55
PG-1- 3

Ace Ventura
The Fugitive

PG-1- 3

PG-1- 3

130,420,705,950
1:20,4:10,7:25, 10O5
Blink R
3:50.
Philadelphia PG-1- 3
10-2- 0

'Blank Check PG

100,3:10,520,725,9:45

Celine Dion: Little Theater in the
Cleveland Convention Center, Feb.
23

Mr. Big: Peabody's DownUnder,
Feb. 27

Buffalo

:40

4108 Burbank Road, Wooster

No passes
AU shows before 6pm.
$325, all other shows $5.
(216)345-875-

.

241-555-

5

Tom:

p

Art Exhibits
In The Spirit of Fluxns: an exhibition focused on what has been
called "the most radical and experimental art movement of the sixties" opens at the Wexner Center
for the Arts, Ohio State University,
on the eveningofFeb.24. For schedule of related programs, call

SATURDAY. FEB. 12
Join the MOOving COW as be
travels to Cleveland s Karamu
Theater to see, "For the Love of
The Game," a tribute to America's
Negro Baseball Leagues. It leaves
at 6:30 pjn. and costs $6. Signup
atLowry desk.
Film: "Bermyand Joon." Mateer,
7:30 pjn. and 10 pjn. $1.
SUNDAY. FEB. 13
Classic Film: "Phantom of the
Opera." 730 pjn, Mateer. Free.
i

MONDAY, FEB. 14
Double
Tournament begins
in Scot Lane.
8-b-all

Farultv Art Exhibition

TUESDAY. FEB. 15
Video Night "The Road War-- !
nor. Ihe Underground, BXKJpjn.,

Walter Zurko:

$.50.

DownUnder, Wednesday, March 2
will open at the Playhouse Square.
Center Palace Theater, March 8
("Don't Cry for Me Argentina")

Red Pin Special in Scot Lanes

from 9 p.m.- - 11p.m.

30

Peabody's

Evka, winner of 7 Tony awards,

5.

Club of the Week
Trilogy three clubs under one roof.
Less thanaweek old!! NTCGothic
TechnoHip-Hosplit club style
with different spaces for different
moods. Friday nights, ladies in free.
2325 Elm Street, The Flats. One
bkxkNorth ofThe Spaghetti Warehouse

614-292-03-

1.-05,3:40,7.-05,9-

1:15.730

Peabody's

DownUnder. Wednesday, Feb. 23

The Getaway R

135.425.7:10,1000
ShadowlandsPG

Zevon:

Warren

For show times and ticket availability call TkketMaster,

FRIDAY, FEB. 11
Happy Hour in the Underground
from 5 p.m.- - 6:45 p.m.
Video Night: "The Green Berets." The Underground, 8 pjn.,
$.50. A John Wayne film about

Sculpture and Drawings
Frick Art Museum, Lower Gallery
27
Jan.
16-Fe- b.

WEDNESDAY. FEB. 16
Comedy Nighc RondeOSheridan.
The Underground, 10 p.mn $.50.

The Woosteb Voice Sports
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Scots and
Lady Scots
ready for
busy week

Scots end regular season on winning note;

prepare for NCAC Championships
IS"

By DIANE BURTCH
Last weekend (he Lady

Saw

Ca-

shed ob lop in both of their nvm,
beannj Jofaa Carroll 162-7- 9 and
Wryne StaieHZbdaie 116-6- a
The
men finished one and one far ihe
weekend lopping Wayne Sate 142-5- 4
and

knag lo John Carroa

107-13-

NEWSSERVICES

c

3.

Coach Keith Beckett aid (hat he
fell that Frtfay's meet wixh John
Carroll was a bit disappointing.
icaQy believe oar mens lean could
and ihoold have beatenJohn Carroll."

1

He also said. The poir score was
not a roe indication of how dose the
meet really was." This is because
there were at least fourraces that were
h
decided by
of a second (hat
would made it a win for the Fighting
Scots had they gone the other way,
Beckett explained.
Individuals placing wins for the
Fighting Scots in Friday's meet were
Andrew Wunderley 97 in the
freestyle events,
and
d
and Tony Panigum '97 m the
breaststroke. The
freestyle relay was victorious loo, widi

J

one-tent-

30-ya- rd

100-yar- d

The College's track teams win have

a busy week: ahead travelling to

er

photo by BRITTANY BLT1ARD

Wooster's swimming and diving teams ended their respective regular seasons on high notes. Toe Fighting
Scots defeated Wayne Stat 142-5- 4 at borne last Saturday, while the Lady Scots was victorious over
Hillsdale 114-6also on Saturday. The two win be back in action again at thre end of next week
competing ia the NCAC Championships.
0,

200-yar-

40O-yar- d

swimmers Wunderley.

Derek

Longbnke 96. Paul Caviglia 93 and
Kris Mart 97.
There were many winners for the
Lady Scots in their meet wuh JCU.
Carolyn Knox 97 won the
arid 3XVyard freestyle races and. wixh
team mates Heather Johnston "94.
Kary ScrneH '94 and Peggy Teak
"96, won the
mediey relay.
Debbie King '96 had fust place
finishes in three different freestyle
d
races. These were the 1.000-yarfreestyle events.
and
Carrie Serp '97 won the
d
fly and Heather GJeason "96. the
backstroke. Both of these women
were also in the victorious
freestyle relay, along with Tammy
Behringer '94 and Teak.
The women won easily.but Beckett
said that he felt that they went into the
meet a bit too relaxed. He said (hat
200-yar-

400-yar-

d

d

50-yar-

d.

ifcey went in confident and by doing
sc ihe women "weren't as motivated
in some of their races." He said that
ihis as an important lesson learned
be fore goin g into the conference meet
next week because that won't be so

cavy.

Ti was a perf ect way io end the duel
meet season with the victories." said
Beckett referring to the swim meet
wiUiWayrc State HiUsdale. He said
Jat both earns approached Saturday's
meet to see how they would do in
conference and itwas nut only pleas-Ji- g.
but it as informative to the

200-yar- d

200-yar-

400-yar- d

freestyle, the
freestyle and
the
baclLstroke. respectively.
The Wooster men chalked up a first
place in both the
medley
freestyle relay.
relay and
The Lady Scots began the meet
with Wayne StateHillsdale with a
medley relay.
win in the
This winning momentum continued
on into the next event, the 1,000-yar- d
freestyle, which was won by Jen
Hudson "96.
freestyle
Behringer won the
bunerfly.
and Sergi won the
SchnelL King, and Knox, were winfreestyle, the
ners in the
backstroke and the
breaststroke. respectively.
Beckett described the meets last
weekend as "a series of consistent
swims across the board both days."
While the swimmers were home,
the divers were away at a diving invitational in Denison. Diving Coach
Rich B lough said. This was a good
50-yar-

d

200-yar- d

400-yar- d

400-yar- d

400-yar- d

50-yar-

d

200-yar- d

100-ya- rd

100-yar- d

Wooster had i wo double winners in
their meet with Wayne State. Willie
indiDrtxler "97 won the
d
vidual medley and the
freesryle. Wunderley won the
butfreestyle and the
terfly.
Marr.Longbrake and Michael Baas
"95 were winners in the 1,000-yar200-yar- d

500-yar-

200-yar- d

200-yar-

d

d

Baldwin-Wallac- e
today and Ohio
Northern tomorrow.
The two teams are corning oft a
quadrangular meet at Oberiin where
the Scots tied for second and the Lady
Sects finished third.
Individually for the Scotsjirst place
performances were turned in by Jeff
Kinat 97 in the pole vault; Adam
run;
Myers '94 in the 1.500-metDan Hawes "95 in the 400; and Pieter
Salverda 95 in the 500.
Also contributing were Michael
Hunter 94 who was fourth in the long
jump; Andy Dukcr 97 who was fourth
in the high jump; Wayne Davis 94
who was third in the shot put; Paul
Kinney "95 who was third in the 1 ,500;
Dave Bower '95 who was third in the
400; Mike Bazzoli "97 who was third
in the 55 meters; Ray Banks '95 who
came in third in the 800; and Hawes
who placed third in the 300.
Finishing first for the Lady Scots
were Claire Roberts '94 in the 400
and Michelle Poole '97 in the 800.
Also performing well for Wooster's
women were Rachel Kosa "97 who
was third in the long jump; Michele
Alviu '95 who was second in the shot
put: Melia Arnold "96 who was third
in the 55 meter hurdles; and Amy
Hansen '97 who was third in the 400.

200-yar- d

200-yar- d

preparatory meet for the conference,
which gives us about two weeks to
finish polishing." He said that most of
the teams that they will compete with
in the conference were there, with the
exception of Obertin.
In the over all standings at the meet
Liz Helstein 96, took second place
on the
board and sixth on
the three-metboard. Summer
Koladin 97 placed 10th on the
board. Eric Haschke 97, finished sixth on the
board
Dave Diluzio 94 finand
board
ished seventh on the
board.
and eighth on the three-metThis weekend the learns will not
compete. The Scots and Lady Scots
are continuing in their lapering phase
and preparing for the all conference
meet next week. Beckett says that as
a team they are not going to make any
predictions about the outcome of the
meet, but each individual just wants
to do the best they can.
one-met- er
er

one-met- er

three-met- er

co-capta-

one-met- er
er

EZ-CA-

Now you can have two of the most recognized and
and MasterCard
accepted credit cards In the world-Vi- sa
your name, even it tuu akl new ur.
credit cards-T- in

or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA and MasterCard
the credit cards you
deserve and need for ID BOOKS DEPARTMENT

in

BOX

RD.

16516,

Sports
Information

Hotline
(216)

263-206-

ATLANTA

GA

6

30321

want VlSAMASTERCARDw Credit
TlTmSo
Oardsapprovcd immediately. 1004t GUARANTEED!
I

CREDIT

STORES TUITION ENTERTAINM ENT
EMERGENCY CASH TICKETS RESTAURANTS
HOTELS MOTELS CAS CAR RENTALS-REPAI- RS
AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!
No
No
Ho

downs!

credit checks!
security deposit!

the coupon today
credit cards are waiting!
Send

Your

turn

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STUDENT?

STATE

Tes

No

ZIP

gc

SIGNATURE
NOTE: f anrr-VWa H

- m winnd IMdcraA of ItoHiClid hifcfMttofaL Inc.
a itgntrred ndnmi of VISA USA. kv. and VISA fctfcmaOoral
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NEWSSERVICES

83-8-0

Dr. Brian B. Beam, one of four physkians from
Center, recently was awarded a Certificate of Added Qialificationm Sports Med
'
Family Practice.
A 1971 graduate of the ColfcgcBeam is at the Student Healm Center on Tuesday and Tburs
serves as learn pnyskaanfcrWooster'sAthletk; Department His services include event coverage and regular hours in
the training room for evaluation of varsity auileuc injuries.
-
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By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER

While other credit cards charge annual fees of $20 or more,
the GE Classic MasterCard has no annual fee. Frankly, we
don't see why you should pay just for putting our card in
yourwaBec

38-2-

3

with 139 remain-in- g

in the first half. The teams went to

the locker rooms with Wooster up

Tbe Lady Scot besketbell team split
its games for tbe week defeating
Wilmington
on Wednesday
8
evening ml losing so Earlham 0
Sanaday afternoon.
Wooster'a record stands at 6
in the North Coast
overall and
Athletic Conference,
Carrie Headrick 97 led the way for
the Lady Scots against Wilmington
performance.
with a
Against Earlham. the Lady Scots
led by a score of 7 with 239
remaining, following a
jump
shot by Jenonifer Miller 9S. However, the Quakers raided off six unanswered points m a little overa minute
of play to pot thegame out ofreach for
the Lady Scott.
Wooster never trailed in the first
half, leading by as much as 15 points
83-8-

4-1-

1

73-6-

21-poi- nt

16-fo-ot

40-2- 7.

3.
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to-morr- ow
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EXCELLENT
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
$SOO-$30-

As a GE Classic MasterCard member, you're also entitled to
special discounts at many of your favorite stores. Through the
COLLEGE MasterValuesn
program, youl enjoy savings of
up to 40 on everything from CDs to travel

8--

78-7-

ENVELOPE STUFFING

STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

FEE!

0

W

every week

L.ewi-iU-

FreeDetaBs: SASEto
International Inc.
1372 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 1 1230
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" Look for an application on campus or in your mafl.
Irt required reading that can ghr you the credit you deserve.
p
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M
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companies in the world. And MasterCard's the credit card
more wider accepted than any other on the planet. Together,
they provide you with unparalleled financial security.

The Lady Scots continued to hold
their commanding lead throughout
the better part of the second half.
Following two free throws by Suzy
Sipes '96 with 6:55 remaining,
Wooster led by 10 at
Earlham
went ona20--7 run during the last 6:55
to pull off the win and avoid the upset.
The Quakers record now stands at 10-- 8
overall and 5 in the NCAC
Miller led the way for the Scots,
pumping in 19 points. Patty Turning
97 added 17 points in addition to
pulling down five rebounds before
fouling on, Sipes scoredseven points
and dished out 11 assists.
Wooster's KxtopponentisOWU,
whom they wiO face off against
afternoon in Delaware.

85-7-

i

-

Teri TiSmu 95 drives towards the basket against Eartham ia tbe
Quakers S3-- wta orer Wooster last Saturday afteraoon.
S0

This great offer could only come from
a team like GE Card Services and
MasterCard. GE Card Services is part
of one of the leading financial services

The GE Classic MasterCard it the educated
choice for students looking for smart ways
W
to save, k offers one of the lowest APRs
youH find on campus 9.9
variable APR
for the first year with a low 16.9 variable APR thereafter.
That means that even if you're only able to pay the minimum
amount due. youl" pay just 19 on your outstanding balance.
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Beam earns sports medicine certificate

Lady 'Scots ftdl to

Earlham
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Fighting Scots root EarMiam, antidpate OWU
Wooster dominates Quakers 100-4- 3

Saturday afternoon

Scots to face Bishops in battle for third

By MIXE HOUSEHOLDER

By MXXE nOUSEHOLDO

The Scot basketball team rooted
Eariham 100-- O in a Saturday mad-nat the Timken Gymnasium.
Wooster wu ltd by Scott Meech 95
who poured io 27 prim, shooting as
snpressive 13 ooi of IS firom fee field.
The Quakers woe without leading
scorer. Kawambee Gaines "96. The
Sooo record now Bands at 1 7

Tomorrow night. The Scots will attempt to take advantage of a great
cyportuniry. If Wooster beats Ohio
Wesleyan. the Scots will move into
third place in the NCAC, a position
they have not held since the two teams
last met on Jan. 15 in Delaware. Ohio
Wesleyan banded the Scots a 62-5-0
setback. Wooser's nx lopsided toss
of the season. The Bishops were able
lo utilize a rone defense prevent the
Sects from getting the ball inside to
post players Scott Meech "95 and
Doug dine 95.
Ofcio Wesleyan and Wooster have

ee

4--

over-a2and8-5iheNcr5hCcA-

&leoc

;

" yv

Confirmee

Thanks to Dexiison's
cpsetof Ohio Wealeysn.Woouer now
finds tfif nmhs tied for third so the

V

NCACwidjOWU.

The Scots gradually bail up their
lead in the Cm half against the
Quak-erxWotaiuueMrBsOe-

kkica!&5reccr&ia:hekxCcest

dand

jibbed
their biggest lead of dx half on several orcasaont, the last being when
Meech hitafrwoot baseline jumper
with 29 seconds remaining in the half
to put the Scots np by a commawSnj
score of
"We had defensive letdowns in the
first half." said Woosw Head Coach
Moore. "In ibe second half, we
played tnoch brnrr defensively.
Wooster oatjcored lite Quakers 5
in the second stanza, limicng
Earlharato 16 shots. The Scots took
pkao ky B8TTTA.VY BUUAXO
37 shots in the second half. WiAfiae
DooCSM5kf(wlcdk7EaiihaB'sEdSlrwartckiswsytoa
Scots conifortaefrm the lead, 93-domk
at tte Scots 10(M3 wis over Cm Qukers last
wish 2t02 rrnuiniiisj in the coram,
Dong Meinen "94 hid the
ball in at the end of a fast break to
score bis 999th and lJXOta points as
a Fighting Sect.
"DoughashadafinecareerfarBS,"
said Moore. "Hs overall sacs substantiate (he fact feat be has been a '
solid coctiiUaor for us."
fr adduion to Meecb's big pme,
Doug dine "95 added 14 points lo the
Tomorrow nbttbeFighidng Scot 60 points during the game, aS fans
Scot cause. Jason Zerger "93 added
basketball team wi3 face off against may redeem their stub far a beg of
12 points and eight rebounds, while
fines addition to the mediam dnnk.
OtaoWcsleyan in crucial maa-hq-?
Meinen had 1 1 points, seven rebounds
IfWoosser is able to score between
far third place b the Nonb Coast
Athletic Ccdference. In order k 60 and 69 points, faos wiH receive
and five assists.
spur fan interest in the Scat cause, another nxdkxn RC Cota.
"Scott Meecfa bad a very food
Arby's is sponsoring a special proFinally, if the Scots score 70 or
week far us," said Moore. "He was
motion which win go along widi raore points, fans may redeem their
very aggressive on offense and has
Saturday eight's coraest.
stubs far a free roast beef sandwich.
played good defense far us all year."
Arby's has sponsored the "Cheer
The promotion is called "Cheer
SCCTNOTES: Meech was named
NCAC Player of ibe Week after scorand win" and operrcs this way. AH and win" ccraea far five years.
fans who asend (he game wO reing 51 points and grabbing 22 reThe protneoon offers students a
ceive a peper stab which will
CI inrtnrl Meech
bounds last wrrk
little break from Lowry" said
bertocgraed far a roediura Wotwer Sports Information Director
have scored 965 and 942 career points
RC Cda when taken to ibe Arby's John Firm. "It is designed to bring
more people out to the game and to
points fcxtc times fcis year, the Scots
nsmsrt locird in Wooser.
EraHyhitlCPinibewinoverFargam.
If the Scots score between 51 and get more people into the game."
43-2- 3.

Se

57-1-

Svdy

42

co-capta-

Athletic Cccference.
Wooster has had a week lo prepare
far the Bishops and their zone defense. Ohio Wesleyan a led by the
tandem of Bob Croft, a 65" senior
post player and Bo Dobbs, a 65"
junior post player. Croft was the
NCACs leading scorer last year. To
start the gsme, Meech wiH draw the
assign rnrnt of guarding Croft and
dine wiH guard Dobbs. Justin Lott
runs the show far the Bishops at the
point guard position.

"Ohio Wesleyan has a very

tal-ent- ed

hnrtbaI1 team," said Wooster
Head Coach Steve Moore. "They
have as much talent as anyone in the
league."
Also leading the way for OWU is
JSL Shumate, who broke a school
record last week by pumping in seven
three pointers. Shumate is a wing
player who is the Bishops' sixth man.
He comes off the bench, but plays a
good number of minutes. Last semester, Shumate played for Ooerbein, but
he transferred to OWU and now dons
a Bishop uniform. Unlike Division I
hKkrthall. where a transfer player
must sit out a year. Division HI aQows
the athlete to step in and play right
away . Jason Zerger 95 will draw the
assignment of guarding the dangerous Shumate.
Last time around. OWUs zone
defense took the Scots out of their,
game of rotating the ball around and
dumping inside to Meech and Cline.
"The first time we played was our
worn expensive performance of the
year." said Moore. "We have made
working on a zone a focus of our
practices this week."
Tipoff at Timken is at 7:30 pjn.

Lady Scots downed by Earlham 83-8- 0

in

Arby's sponsors 'Ghesr
and win' promotion
a

auto-rrjri- oi

,

photo by BRITTANY BULLARD

iespectivery.-Atasccnng90orm- ore

Sports Challenge
9f

Imwm imtmu.

Tktfint

WU vasMYTeftb 1990

Susan Embanks 95 shoots for two against Earlham.
pUast set LADY SCOTS, page UJ

The upcoming week in Sports:
Btea'sbsskxtbaB:
tomorrow OWU (H) 7:30 pjn.
Wed. Denison (H) 7 JO pm,

s basketball:
tomorrow OWU (A) 2 pjn.
Wed Denison (A) TJO pjn.

indoor track:
CA)
today Baldwin-Wallatomorrow Ohio Northern (A)
ce

Feb.

17-1- 9

(A)Oberlia

Quote of the week

is swinuniBg:

NCACQarnpcnsbips

know bow w could use
1to doit
this team roar times. It's

Doug West. Minnesota
Timberwotves guard, on his
team's success against the
Dallas Mavericks
(3-4- 2).

